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9 Asynchronous Byzantine Agreement

9.1 Introduction

Problem. There aren servers, of which up tot may becorruptedby anadversaryand exhibit
arbitrary faults; the remaining servers arehonest. The servers connected over pairwise reliable
links, and the system is asynchronous (no bounds on message delays, no local clocks). Every
server starts out with an initial value and the goal is to agree on a common value.

Methods. Cryptography (signatures and pseudorandom generators) is used to cope with po-
tentially malicious failures. This usually includes a trusted dealer that sets up the cryptographic
keys ahead of time. Since deterministic asynchronous consensus and agreement protocols have
infinite runs, we use randomized protocols that achieve agreement with all but negligible prob-
ability.

9.2 Broadcast Primitives

Broadcasts are parameterized by a tagID , which is contained (implicitly) in every message. In
consistentandreliable broadcasts, a distinguished senderPs broadcastsa messagem and all
servers (perhaps)deliverm.
Consistent broadcast (“c-broadcast”) ensures only that the delivered message is consistent for
all receivers. In particular, termination is not guaranteed with a faulty sender.

Definition 9.1 (Consistent Broadcast).A protocol for consistent broadcast satisfies:

Validity: If an honest senderPs c-broadcastsm, thenPs eventuallyc-deliversm.

Consistency:If some honest serverc-deliversm and a distinct honest serverc-deliversm′,
thenm = m′.

Integrity: Every honest serverc-deliversat most onem.

Termination: If the sender is honest, then all honest servers eventuallyc-delivera message.

Algorithm 9.2 (Echo Broadcast using Digital Signatures).Assume every server can digitally
sign messages, which can be verified by any server.

upon c-broadcast(m): // senderPs only
send(send , m) to all

upon receiving(send , m) fromPs :
compute signatureσ on (echo , s, m) and send(echo , m, σ) to Ps
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upon receivingdn+t+1
2
e messages(echo , m, σi) with validσi : // senderPs only

let Σ be the list of all received signaturesσi and send(final , m, Σ) to all

upon receiving(final , m, Σ) fromPs with valid signatures inΣ:
c-deliver(m)

Theorem 9.3.Assuming perfectly unforgeable signatures, Algorithm 9.2 implements consistent
broadcast with Byzantine faults forn > 3t.

Proof. The messagem in anyfinal message with valid signatures inΣ is unique.

Reliable broadcast (“r-broadcast”) ensures additionally agreement on the delivery of a message.

Definition 9.4 (Reliable Broadcast or the “Byzantine Generals Problem”).A protocol for
reliable broadcast is a consistent broadcast protocol that satisfies also:

Totality: If some honest serverr-deliversa message, then all honest servers eventuallyr-deliver
a message.

Totality ensures that all honest servers either deliver a message or don’t. In the literature
consistencyandtotality are often combined into a single condition calledagreement.

Algorithm 9.5 (Bracha Broadcast).

upon r-broadcast(m): // senderPs only
send(send , m) to all

upon receiving(send , m) fromPs:
send(echo , m) to all

upon receivingdn+t+1
2
e messages(echo , m) and not having sent(ready , m):

send(ready , m) to all

upon receivingt + 1 messages(ready , m) and not having sent(ready , m):
send(ready , m) to all

upon receiving2t + 1 messages(ready , m):
r-deliver(m)

Theorem 9.6 ([Bra84]). Algorithm 9.5 implements reliable broadcast with Byzantine faults
for n > 3t.

Proof. Consistency follows from the same argument as in Theorem 9.3, since the messagem
in anyready message of an honest server is unique. Totality is implied by the “amplification”
of ready messages fromt + 1 to 2t + 1.
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9.3 Secret Sharing

Secret sharing is used in randomized Byzantine agreement and forms the basis ofthreshold
cryptography. A secret issharedamongn parties such that the cooperation of at leastt + 1
parties is needed to recovers.

Algorithm 9.7. To shares ∈ Fq, a dealerPd 6∈ {P1, . . . , Pn} chooses uniformly at random
a polynomialf(x) ∈ Fq[x] of degreet subject tof(0) = s, generatessharessi = f(i), and
sendssi to Pi. To recovers, a groupS of t + 1 servers computess = f(0) =

∑
i∈S λS0,isi

for the appropriate Lagrange coefficientsλS0,i = .... The scheme has perfect security, i.e., the
shares held by every group oft or fewer servers are statistically independent ofs.

9.4 Randomized [Binary] Byzantine Agreement

Binary Byzantine agreement is characterized by two eventsproposeanddecide; every server
executespropose(b) to start the protocol anddecide(b) to terminate it, for a bitb.

Definition 9.8 (Binary Byzantine Agreement). A protocol for binary Byzantine Agreement
satisfies:

Validity: If all honest serversproposev, then some honest server eventuallydecidesv.

Agreement:If some honest serverdecidesv and a distinct honest serverdecidesv′, thenv = v′.

Termination: Every honest server eventuallydecides.

It is not possible to implement Definition 9.8 in asynchronous systems. But one can relax either
terminationor agreementto hold with high probability, and there are protocols that satisfy them
with probability 1 after infinite running time. More precisely, given a logical time measureT ,
such as the number of steps performed by all honest servers,termination with probability 1
means that

lim
T→∞

Pr[some honest server has notdecidedafter timeT ] = 0.

Algorithm 9.9 ([Tou84]). Suppose a trusted dealer hasshareda sequences0, s1, . . . of random
bits, or “coins”, among the servers, which can be accessed using arecoveroperation (this will
involven exchaning some messages). The twouponclauses of the algorithm below are executed
in parallel threads.

The valuev is called the “vote”; the valueΠ is a “proof” that justifies the choice ofv in the
2-vote message; a “round” of the algorithm consists of two rounds of message exchanges.

upon propose(v):

r ← 0
while notdecideddo

send the signed message(1-vote , r, v) to all
receive properly signed(1-vote , r, v′) messages fromn− t distinct servers
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Π← set of received1-vote messages
v ← valuev′ that is contained most often inΠ
r-broadcastthe message(2-vote , r, v, Π)
wait for r-deliveryof (2-vote , r, v′, Π) messages with valid proofsΠ from n− t senders
m2 ← valuev′ that is contained most often among the r-delivered2-vote messages
c2 ← number of r-delivered2-vote messages withv′ = m2

recover(sr)
if c2 = n− t then

v ← m2

else
v ← sr

if c2 ≥ t + 1 and m2 = sr then
send the message(decide , v) to all
decide(v)

r ← r + 1

upon receivingt + 1 messages(decide , b):

send the message(decide , b) to all
decide(b)

Lemma 9.10. If all honest servers start some roundr with votev0, then all honest servers will
also terminate roundr with votev0.

Proof. It is impossible to create a validΠ for a2-vote message with a votev 6= v0.

Lemma 9.11. If two distinct honest servers start some roundr with different votes, then with
probability at least1/2, all honest servers will terminate roundr with the same vote.

Proof. Consider the assignment ofm2 andc2 in some roundr. If some honest server obtains
c2 = n − t andm2 = v0, then no honest server obtainsc2 = n − t but m2 6= v0. All honest
servers withc2 = n− t setv to v0; every other honest server setsv to sr. Since the first honest
server to assignm2 andc2 does sobeforeanything aboutsr is known (to the adversary),sr and
v0 are independent andsr = v0 with probability1/2.

Theorem 9.12.Assuming perfectly unforgeable signatures, Algorithm 9.9 implements binary
Byzantine agreement forn > 3t, where termination holds with probability 1.

Since Algorithm 9.9 reaches agreement with probability at least1/2 in every round, the ex-
pected number of rounds is 2, and the expected number of messages sent isO(n3).
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